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Ambulance System Designs
by Jack L. Stout

Which set of built-in problems and disadvantages do yozt find least
objectionable?  Every  prehospital  care  system  design  has  them.  In
some cases the impact of a built-in design flaw can, if recognized, be
limited-the way good telephone and dispatch protocols can reduce
the dangers inherent in a multi-tiered system. Even so, every design is
flawed, and every design has its own special advantages.

Ordinances, licensing procedures, bid processes, clinical standards,
rate  regulation,   subsidies,   contracts,   efficiency,   performance  and
every other aspect of a prehospital care system are affected by system
design. Superb managers can, at least for a while, overcome many of
the flaws in a bad design. But superb managers are rarely attracted to
work in a poorly-designed system.  Where chronic inefficiency is the
built-in problem, heavier tax subsidies can fill the gap, but not in com-
munities that either can't or won't fund needless inefficiency.

Increasingly, the performances of prehospital care providers, public
and private, are being compared .  .  . at least public officials, reporters,
and other observers f7lI.rzJz it is the work of providers that is being com-
pared. But the truth is that much of the credit or blame should go not
to the provider but to the design of the system itself.

Most of today's prehospital system designs either ' 'just happened"
or were adopted at a time when most designs were essentially experi-
mental. Even the term ' 'EMS, ' ' made popular by the federal grant pro-
grams,   incorporates  a  questionable  design  assumption-that  it  is
desirable and practical to  separate and specialize production for the
emergency and non-emergency markets.

But now, after a decade or more of real-world field testing,  the ad-
vantages  and  disadvantages  inherent  in  our  most  common  system
designs are known. While the evolution of system design is far from
complete in this young industry,  enough has been learned to prove
that  a  great  deal  of yesterday's  "wisdom"  was  simply  and acutely
wrong.  The  purpose  of  this  article  is  to  provide:  a  framework  for
analyzing prehospital system designs; a description of the major types
of prehospital  system  designs  in  use  today;  and  a  summary  of the
advantages and disadvantages of each as exposed by experience.

Regczrd].ng This Wrl.fer's BI.ases.  Being both a student and designer of
prehospital care systems, I have accumulated opinions on the subject
over the years. These opinions are not,  I believe,  the product of bias
but of study and experience. However, rather than argue this issue, I
shall separate and  label those portions of this report which contain
conclusions of the sort likely to be attacked as biased by those whose
own conclusions may differ.

When  Special  Interests  Conflict.   Prehospital  caLre  system  designs
primarily  affect  the  interests  of  patients,  taxpayers,  the  system's
workers,  individual and third-party payers,  public agencies,  owners
of private  ambulance  firms,  and  elected  officials.  No system design
can simultaneously serve all of these interests;  the interests of some
must  be  subordinated  to  the  interests  of others.  Thus,  any  system
design should be evaluated not in terms of its ability to satisfy every
interest  but  rather  in  terms  of  its  ability  to  distinguish  that  which
matters most from that which matters less.

Opinion.. In my own work,  I atterxpt to serve these special interests in
accordance with the following pecking order:

Jack  Stout,  chairman  of  The  Fourth  Party,  has  been  at  the  forefront  of

innovation  in  the  design  and  implementation  of  EMS  systems  for  the  past

dozen  years.  As  a  national  lecturer,  Jack  will  be  appearing   at  the  San

Diego EMS today series in  February 1986.

1.   The Cri.fl.cciJ Pczfl.enf. In designing a system I will sacrifice all other
interests, if necessary, to meet the needs of the critically ill or injured
patient. I will inconvenience field personnel, raise rates, irritate third-
party  payers,  ban  cream-skimming  non-emergency  providers  and
bend and shape the entire prehospital care industry if required. Even
though critical patients are a small minority among ambulance service
consumers,  the  life vs.  death  nature  of their needs justifies primary
consideration.  Unfortunately, this 'special interest group is an ' 'after-
the-fact"  political  constituency  whose  interests  must  therefore  be
advocated by others.

2.   Taxpayers.   I  believe  local  tax  subsidies  for  prehospital  care
should not be spent to support or camouflage an inefficient system, to
reduce the cost of service to private-paying patients, or to reduce the
financial  obligations  of  third-party  payers.  While  modest  subsidies
(i.e.,  less  than  three  dollars  per  capita  per year)  may  be justified  in
some  communities,  there  is  no  evidence  that  higher  subsidies  buy
better service.

3.  EMTs  and  Paramedz.cs.   Field  personnel  are  the  heart  of  the
system. I will not sacrifice the interests of patients or taxpayers to the
interests  of  field  personnel,  but  I  will,  if  necessary,  sacrifice  the
business interests of private firms (e.g., bans on cream-skimming and
on-scene collections).  I will even sacrifice the comfort of public offi-
cials (e.g. , explaining the rates needed to fund decent wages) to protect
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the interests of field personnel.
4.   Bwsl.7iess J7iferesrs o/Prl.mclry Ccire Provz.ders.  Primary providers of

paramedic  services,  public  and  private,  provide  an  important  and
essential  service  often  under  difficult  economic  and  political  cir-
cumstances. And while I won't ask taxpayers or rate payers to foot the
bill for inefficiency,  I must recognize that everything depends upon
the  financial  viability  of  the  primary  paramedic  service  provider.
Thus, for example, I will, if necessary, sacrifice the business interests
of  non-emergency  provider  firms  to  preserve  the  stability  of  the
primary provider organization.

5.   Jnd!.vl.dwaJ and Thi.rd-Party Payers.  Rate payers sho'uld not be ex-
pected  to  cover  excess  costs  of  an  inefficient  system  and  neither
should taxpayers. At the same time, taxpayers should not be asked to
cover the financial obligations of individual or third-party payers.

6.  PoJz.fl.cl.arts. I fully understand why some politicians prefer to sup-
port  a  popular  but  inefficient  prehospital  care  system  rather  than
wade into the political quicksand of change. I can understand it, but I
can't respect it. Elected officials should place the interests of patients
and taxpayers ahead of their own political interests. Over the years I
have been privileged to work with several elected officials who have
done exactly that.

7.   Bwsl.ness  J7]feresfs  o/ No7z-e77iergeriey  Prov[.c!ers.   The  business  in-
terests of non-emergency providers are  not unimportant.  They are,
however,  less important than the interests of patients, taxpayers, and
primary  paramedic  providers.  Non-emergency  providers  can  drain
vital financial resources from an otherwise healthy prehospital care
system-resources  which  must  then  be  offset  by:  higher-than-
necessary tax subsidies, higher-than-necessary emergency rates, or a
lower-than-necessary quality of service.

A  system  capable  of  simultaneously  serving  all  of these  interests
would indeed be a miraculous invention.  In such a system a private
provider  of  paramedic  transport  service  would  deliver  superb
paramedic  service  to  every  patient  who  needs  it,  always  arriving
promptly  but  discreetly  ciffer  the  arrival  of  a  non-transporting  fire
department paramedic first responder unit. Subsidies would be low or
non-existent,  and  rates  would  be  just  high  enough  to  discourage
abuse. All paramedics would work 24-on/48-off shifts and get plenty
of  rest  on  duty.  Flawless  call  screening  would  limit  paramedic
response to  only the most dramatic  calls,  leaving less press-worthy
but  more  profitable  work  to  the  community's  multiple  non-
emergency BLS providers who, guided by the invisible hand of micro-
economic theory, would prosper in a shopper's paradise of consumer
choice.

In short,  such a design would combine all of the advantages of to-
day`s prehospital care  systems but would omit their disadvantages.
Such a  system would  repeal the  law that  says,  "there  ain't no free
lunch"  and would avoid the awful responsibility of deciding which
values are most important and which must be sacrificed.

Prodrcfl.o7i  Sfrcifegy.  Two  major  and  logically  opposite  production
strategies  dominate  our  industry  today-one  pursues  efficiency
through specialization of responding units (i.e.,  multi-tiered systems)
while the other pursues efficiency through use of more flexible multi-
purpose units  (i.e.,  single-tiered,  all-ALS,  full-service  systems).

The  logic  behind  the  multi-tiered approach is that  since  some  pa-
tients need less sophisticated care than others, money can be saved by
sending more clinically sophisticated (and more expensive)  crews to
the more critical patients, while less sophisticated (and less expensive)
crews  serve  less  critical  patients.  Sometimes  the  more  expensive
crews will be sent by mistake to a less serious case, but a less expen-
sive crew will then be called to make the actual transport.

This approach to organizing production was taken directly from the
theories  of management  science  which  were  popular in  the  '60s-
theories which had proved successful in organizing the production of
large  volumes  of  standardized  goods  or  services  through  task
specialization  in  assembly  line  production.   Reductive  systems
analysis,  operations research techniques,  queuing theory,  computer
simulation models, task analysis, and related methods were applied to
fine tune the basic concept of saving money and improving service by
having  less  expensive  crews  (and  equipment)  do  the  simple  work,
preserving more expensive resources for more complex work.

The alternative approach recognized that some patients need more
continued on page 90



continued from page 86

sophisticated care than others but questioned whether specialization
was appropriate in an industry who'se combl.ned emergency and non-
emergency production capacity was small and where peak load de-
mand fluctuations required the maintenance of considerable surplus
production  capacity.  Whereas  all  multi-tiered  systems  embrace  the
same  basic  logic  of  efficiency  through  specialization,  single-tiered
system  design  is  based  upon  the  logic  of  efficiency  through  use  of
more  flexible  multi-purpose  production  teams-i.e.,  the  strategy  of
flexibility which now dominates in the production of ' 'custom' ` goods
and services in quickly changing markets.

When quality and cost are fairly compared, the most efficient, high-
performance systems in the U.S. are single-tiered, all-ALS, full-service
systems.  Such systems also eliminate entirely the risks (medical and
legal) of call screening, patient abandonment, and handoffs of patients
from ALS crews to BLS crews. On the other hand, depending upon the
specific  system  design,  such  systems may  attract antitrust  litigation
and  often  create  the  most  heated  opposition from defenders  of the
status quo.

There are many different types of multi-tiered systems, just as there
are many different types of single-tiered systems. Even so, the choice
between  specialized  organization  of  production  vs.   use  of  multi-
purpose flexible production methods is the most controversial issue in
our industry today and perhaps the most important.

Regcirdl.ng  "fi'rsf responder" programs.  Non-transporting ALS or BLS
first responder teams are normally not considered a separate ' 'tier' ' of
the  prehospital  care  system.  That  is,  even  in  single-tiered,  all-ALS,
full-service systems, fire department first responder teams operating
from  fire  apparatus-not  from  ambulances  or  special  medical
response  rigs-are  routinely  dispatched  simultaneously  with  a
paramedic ambulance to emergency calls classified presumptively as

vRTrtyJgiv
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potentially life threatening.
While  the  presence  of a  non-transporting first responder program

does  not  make  a  system  "multi-tiered,"  classification  may  become
complicated  when  the  only  paramedic  service  available  is from  the
first responder program, when first response paramedics accompany
BLS transport crews when advanced en route care is needed, or when
first responders operate from ambulance units, sometimes transport-
ing-sometimes not. In general, such variations on the first responder
theme do involve some strategy aimed at sending less capable crews
to  less  serious  calls.  When  you  see  such  strategies  in  use,  you  are
looking at a multi-tiered system.

Opiriion: The logic behind multi-tiere4 sys.terns is`sim.ply out pf pl?ce i¥
this.industry. It loofhed good on paper a deca4s ag?, b¥t in prgcti.fe`, th.e ap-
vantages tdday  |i.e. ,  in-edical,  financial,  and I.eg.all o.f more fl.exiple sin.£le-`
tiered:   all-Ai,S.,   full-service   systems  overwhelm  the  mgstly .th.e.ore!ical`
berLefits of multi-tiered specialization.  A recent  court ruling helq a local
gov;rrmentresponsiblefordamagesres.ulting`frgmthenegligent.`Se.SgnofVa drainage system. It is only a matter of time be for? attorneys.will discover

the vulrieerability of multi-tiered systerus to a similar ?ornplaint.
Med[.cclz   Qz{clJi.ty   ConfroJ.   The   medical   quality   control   (Q/C)

mechanism inherent in any system design can be classified by three
main  criteria:  Q/C  is  internal  or  external,  authoritative or advisory,
funded or voluntary. In practice, many systems spend more to fezJyou
how good their service is than they spend to fl.7id oz{f how good it is.

Orinion:Themedicalqualityfon{ro_l{unctionshouldpeixpthehand,s.?f
physicians who are not selectfd by anq do not serve at`the pleasur?.?.f the'or'ganizationwhosequality_ofs_ervicetheyar.esu.ppo.sedto?v.ers.ep.Whena

"wiedicaldirector''isfiredbytheveryorganizationhewashired!o_ove.rspe,

the public cannot know whether the yieqical girector wps.fire.d` tor ,doLpg`
the 'job or for not doing the jpb. Medical quplity control sP,pu.Id P? f¥nded
/adrout one to two per;ent df :ystem.operating c,3sts is sufficient in larger'systems) and fully empowered by ordin.ance. to e.f.iec! chan§.es ps ppcessary.

rtype o/ Compefill`ori.  Systems can be classified as:  eliminating com-
petition;  relying  upon  competition  wllhl.n  the  market  (i.e.,   "retail"
competition);orrelyinguponcompetitionforthemarket(i.e.,`'whole-
sale"  competition).  In practice,  many systems are designed to elimi-

performed on OXV-CADDY®.   Even alter tnls seve
tpeosrttatbh|:8;¥8::ccay:!en8:[da38,'ne?hu,'§att:rsti99ldefunctlonedpertoctlyHowwou|dy
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mate  t:ompetition  entirely  in  the  emergency  market  while  relying
upon retail competition in the non-emergency market.

Retail competition in the emergency market is widely accepted as
medically  dangerous  and  economically  ineffective.  The  benefits  to
the public of retail competition in the non-emergency market are diffi.
cult  to document and perhaps  non-existent.  Finally,  the administra-
tive atechnology for managing contract competition (i.e.,  competition
/or  the  market)   in  this  industry  is  quite  complex  and  poorly
understood.  As  a  result  of  bungled  procurement  processes,  many
system  designs  which  purport  to  incorporate  competition  /or  the
market actually have had the effect of eliminating useful competition
entirely.

Opinion: Organizations, even more than individuals, need the stimula-
tion  of periodic  competi_tion. to  suet_ain  eff|cie_nt  perfqrmanpe.  Effectively
structured competition for the maL[ket is the longest lever there is for pry-
ing performance out of prehospital care systems. On the other hand, stable
service of high quality at reasonable cost has never evolved from retail com-
petition in this industry. Thus, systems designed to eliminate competition in
the  emergency  market,  while  preserving retail  competition in  the  non-
emergeney rnarhet,  curiously incorporate the worst of both worlds.

Socz'azI.zed vs. Prz'vclre.  Systems can be fully socialized, fully private or
in.ixed.  In practice,  mixed  systems divide the public/private  respon-
sibilities vertically or horizontally. An example of horizontal division
is a system in which a government agency such as a fire department
provides  a  community's  emergency  service,  including  transport,
while one or more private firms provide rlon-emergency service. An
example of vertical division is a public utility model system in which a
private  firm  provides  both  emergency  and  non-em?rgency  service
while a public agency handles rate setting, billing, and collection func-
tions. Another example of vertical division is a system where a govern-
inent agency provides non-transporting paramedic level services while
a private BLS firm provides transportation for the same patients.

Opinion: Unless there are compelling reasorLs to the contrctry, I prefer to
avoid socialization. Non-transi)orting fire department first responder serv-
ices,  delivered from fire apparatus,  offer a unique public service bargain.
Rate regulation, quality control, market allocation, and in some cases bill-
ing and collection functions,  are best done by governrnent.  But given the
splendid  performance  record  of  private  paramedic  providers  operating
within sound system designs, there are no corr[pelling reasons tojustify con-
tinued socialization of prodrction in this industry.

Leve/  of Sz{bs].dy.  Prehospital  systems  can  be  classified  as:  unsub-
sidized;  moderately  subsidized  (i.e.,  annual per capita  local tax sub-
sidies of less than three dollars); or heavily subsidized (i.e., annual per
capita local tax subsidies over three dollars) . The only effect of ambu-
lance subsidy is to reduce the retail price of service to a level less than
production  costs.  Not  surprisingly,   the  most  heavily  subsidized
Sy#::ess;unr;::s£¥;i;:an::ar!]cya,bs;i[e::tt:;f;;cn£::itsr?;:e]::::te[:::isiiyso

heavily subsidized that their rates are not only well below their own
production  costs  but  are   even  below  the  rates  charged  by  the
industry's most efficient unsubsidized providers. Thus to the public,
the least efficient systems often appear to be the most efficient, while
the   most  efficient  systems  appear  least  efficient-a  distortion  of
perception  that  is  more  than  a  little  frustrating  to  the  superior
managers of the more efficient organizations.

Opinion:  The  best  thing  that  could  happen  to  our  industry`s  most
capable paramedic provider organizations and to our industry's brightest
persormel would be  the  nationwide  elimination of local  tax subsidies  of
prehospital care.  But as things now  stcmd,  the least efficient eystems are
rewarded by the largest tax supports and enjciy the public relation advan-
tages  of providing a drc[matic  lifesc[wing service  at what  appears  to be  a
bargain price. Thus, local tax subsidies do more than reduce prices below
cost;  they  also  reward,  protect,  and preserve  the  most  poorly  managed
systems in the U .S. while retarding the industry's evolution toward superior
systerus serving regional medical trdde areas.

Today's Designs: A Smorgasbord df Options
Today's  prehospital  care  systems  generally  fall  into  seven  major

categories,  some  of  which  appear  in  several  variatioris.  Experience
has shown that success may depend as much upon the variation as
upon the basic design chosen and  that the designs with the greatest
performance  potential  are  those  most  sensitive  to  the  caliber  of
management.

Many more variations and combinations are theoretically possible
than have actually been implemented to date. However, for purposes
of this report I shall deal only with system designs that have actually
been implemented in real world settings.

Model  Definitions

f]rTmhs]sc::s;ge:e;sw:%nmtisetihaorrkoeutg(I.'ey.,t::t:feorfe::i[d[:sv[g[Tst.oMp::tjfi:
emergency and non-emergency services. In most cases state and local
regulations  set  minimum  Standards,  and  in  some  cases  rates  are
regulated as well.

While retail competition is an effective force in mariy industries, its
record in the prehospital care industry is dismal. Except in a few cases
where the system has evolved into a monopoly or near monopoly, this
design has universally failed to produce good results. The "Shopper's
Paradise"  has,  in  fact,  furnished  the  primary  justificatioh  for  the
widespread socialization of this industry.

Variation 1 -Real Competition.
Multiple  companies  really  do  compete.  This  variation  is  quite

unstable and has few, if any,  knowledgeable advocates.

Variation ,2-Apparent Competition.
Multiple firms appear to compete but actual competition is limited

or nan-existent.  Sometimes identical or overlapping ownerships pro-
vide  the  appeara7ice  of Competition  without  competing.  Where  call-
rotation  exists,  the  practice  of  operating  under  multiple  corporate
identities, with multiple phone listings, gives an owner a larger share
of referrals. In some cases multiple firms actually exist but have made
' `deals' ' to divide the market, maintain similar (but not identical) price

structures,  and to keep out new competitors.
In a few cases where government has failed to implement a more

stable  design,  well-motivated  owners  have  used  this  variation  to
create stability so that good service become,s possible. In other appli-
cations owners have used this variation solely to their personal adva`n-
tage. But even where this variation works to the benefit of consumers;
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(213) 674-7050,  Ext. 3407
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL AGENCIES

FIRE  & POLICE  DEPARTMENTS
COMMUNICATIONS RECORDING SYSTEMS

FOR  LARGE  OR  SMALL COMM  CENTERS

2 TO 10  PIECOPDING CHANNELS
FEATURES:
•  AUTOMATlc sTAFmsTOp cONTPloL
•  CONVENIENT CASSETTE TAPE
•  INSTANT PLAYBACK
•  SIMPLE  LEGAL  INSTALLATION
•  DIGITAL TIME  PIEFEBENCE
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it   does   so   at   great   legal   risk   to   the   participants   (i.e.,   antitrust
violations), and the benefits are entirely dependent upon the motiva-
tions of current owners.

This design employs a non-transporting fire department paramedic
rescue service as the community`s primary paramedic provider. One
or  more  private  firms  provides  emergency  transportation  and  non-
emergency service. This model is popular with many fire officials due
to the tremendous public relations impact, the added justification pro-
vided for the fire department's budget, and general lack of disruption
to the department's traditional staffing methods.

Variation 1.     With single contracted BLs emergency transport pro-
vider;  multiple BLS non-emergency firms.

a)   With competitive selection of BLS transport provider.
b)  Without competitive selection of transport provider.

Variation  2.      With  multiple  BLS  emergency  transport  providers;
multiple non-emergency service providers.

a)   Transport referrals by call rotation.
b)  Transport referrals by assigned coverage zone.

Variation 3.     With single contracted BLs emergency transport pro-
vider  who  also  enjoys  exclusive  rights  to  serve  the  non-emergency
market.

Variation 4.     With single contracted ALs emergency transport pro-
vider;  multiple non-emergency firms.

Variation 5.     With single contracted ALs emergency transport pro-
vider who also has exclusive rights to the non-emergency market.

a)   All  work  (emergency  and  non-emergency)  performed  by  ALS
Crews.

b)  Emergency transport by ALS crews;  non-emergency service by
BLS crews working for same firm.

Variation 6.     With emergency transportation by multiple ALS pro-
viders;  retail competition in non-emergency market.

a)   Transport referrals by call rotation.
b)  Transport referrals by zone assignment.

Comments:  This design  and  its variations are  the progeny of Jack
Webb's ` 'Emergency' ' television series-a series which has profound-
ly influenced the evolution of prehospital system design. This design
enjoys  a  powerful  network  of  supporters:   fire  officials  and
fire fighter/paramedics  for  the  reasons  stated,   third-party  payers
whose  financial  obligations  are  offset  by  local  tax  dollars,  and  the
private ambulance  companies who enjoy  loo percent of the fee-for-
service  revenues  while  providing  far  less  than  loo  percent  of  the
system's service. In fact, owners of firms lucky enough to participate
in a Variation 3 system, and some who have participated in Variation
1  designs,  have reaped tremendous financial benefit.

A few Type 8 systems have also produced a bizarre system muta-
tion sometimes referred to as  ` `staging."  ` `Staging' '  is used to prevent
the occasional arrival at the scene of a private ambulance prl.or to the
arrival of the fire department` s rescue unit. To avoid this, the dispatch
of the transport ambulance may be slightly delayed or the private am-
bulance may actually wait a few blocks from the scene until notified
by radio that the fire department has arrived. In at least one Type 8
system the transport ambulance is dispatched upon direction of the

:::Vk[:gts[£¥fdo]rs£:t[Cfhoerdo:evs;Co:es::::o.n]snb:t:S[tn:::as]ji;:afi:g:iwp:;;sC.[es
Opinich: Variations 1, 2, 3, 6b and eventually 5b will Pecome extinct as

personal injury lawyers discover the  ` 'negligent system design." a`rFupler:I:
Vc[riation 4 will cohtinue to exist where the taxpayers can afford its ineffi-
ciency.  Variation 6b will work well in very larg9 comrpyn:tie`s,  especially
whet:e  corrLpetition  in  the  norL-emergency  market  i.s  limi:ed  to  primary
emergency providers. Variation 5a will become increasingly p`opular since
it pr;ser;es the role of the fire department, incorporatgs good ep.por!u,nity
for effieiency,  superbly meets the patient's needs,  and is capable of func:`
tioning witvi little or no local tax support. In _mqny. cases Variation 5a will
evolvi naturally into Type F1,  F3,  or Type G designs.
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Summary of Existing Prehospifal System Designs
Type 0'

lvlosl  Benefits Least Benefits
Production

Usual Form ol Fom 0' Usual
PrognosisQua,ity competition Competition Subsidy

Des,gn Logic Control Emerg. Mkt. Non®merg. Mkl. Requiremenl§ for Future
Typ® A:Shopper's  DelightVat.I

The  most cut-throatowners Patients, workers None None F(etal' F]etai I Low or none Extinction

Var. 2 Incumbent owners Patients, workers None None Fake Fake Low or none Extinction

Type B:TheFire Chief's
Fire dept.  budget, Taxpayers, patients Specialization Internal Paramedic Ftetail Moderate, Extinction

Delight government advisory servlce-none; often  hidden

Var.1a
workers,  privateowners,third-partyPayers transport-wholesale

Vat.1b Same as above Taxpayers, patientsandprivateworkers Spec`alization lntemaladvisory None Retail Moderate,oftenhidden Extinction

Va,.  2a Same as above; Same as above Specialization Internal None Ftetail Moderate, Extinction
also plaint`ff'slawyers and sheerchance advisory often  hidden (very soon)

Var.  2b Same as above Same as above Specialization Internaladvlsory None, or some-timeswholesale Ftetail Moderate,oftenhidden Extinctjon

Var. 3 Fire dept.  budget, Taxpayers, patients Specialization Internal None or None Or Moderate, Extinctjon
private owners,third-partypayers,governmentworkers advisory wholesale wholesale often  hidden

Var.  4 Emergency Taxpayers, non- Specialization Internal None or Ftetai I Moderate, Long  life,  but
patients,  fire dept. emerg.  patients, advisory wholesale often  hidden eventual
budget, governmentworkers private workers extinction

Va,.  5a Patients, all Non€merg. cream- Flexible External None Or None Or Moderate to low Long,
workers, f`re dept.budget,taxpayers skimmers production wholesale wholesale successful  life

Var.  5b Emerg.  patients, Non€merg. patients, Specializat`on Internal  or None or None or wholesale Moderate Eventual
emerg. workers, firedept.budget non€merg. cream-skimmers external wholesale Extinc(ion

Var. 6a Fire dept.  budget, Pat ients, taxpayers, Specialization Internal None Fletai I Moderate, Extinction
governmentworkers,plaintiff'slawyers prjvate workers and sheerchance advisory often  hidden (very soon)

Var. 6b Same as above Taxpayers,  non- Specialization Internal None Or Betai I Moderate, Eventual
emerg. patients,privateworkers advisory wholesale often  hidden Extinction

Type C:TheInsuranceCompany's

Emerg.  patients, Taxpayers, private Specializatlon Internal None Usually  retail Heavy Long  life  in

De,ight third-party  payers, workers, non€merg. advisory wealthy
government patients communities

Var.  1 workers
Ithenextinction

V ar . 2 Third-party  payers, Taxpayers, some Extreme 'ntemal None Usually  retail Heavy Initial  conver-
government emerg.  patients, specialization advisory sion to Type C,
workers,  plaintiff'slawyers private workers Var.1,  then  ex-tinction

Type D:FullySocializedSystemVar.1

Patients, workers Private providers Flexibleproduction lnternal  orexternal None None Moderate Eventualprivatization ofexistingworktorce

Var.  2 Workers, some Other patients, Specialization Internal  or None None Moderate Extinction  or
patients private providers external conversion toTypeD,Var.1

Typ® E:Emergency-OnlyExclusiveFranchise

Emerg.  patients, Private workers (non- Specialization External Wholesale F]etail Moderate to Conversion to
Var.  1 cream-skimmers emerg.),  non€merg.patients Or none heavy Type  E, Var.  2 ortoTypeF,Var.1or3

Var. 2 Err`erg.  patients,sometimes Non€merg. patients,somecream- Limitedspecialization
External Wholesale Fteta„ Moderate Conversion  to

taxpayers skimmers Or none Type  E,  Var.  1

Type F:TheFull-ServiceExclusiveFranchiseVar.I

Patients, all Non€merg. cream- Flexible External Wholesale Wholesale Moderate to usually  long  life
workers, taxpayers skimmers production or none Or none low where clesignnowexists

Var.  2 Taxpayers, some Non€merg. cream- Specialjzation External Wholesale Wholesale Moderate Conversion to
patients skimmers or none or none Type  F,  Var.  1Or3

Var.  3 Patients, taxpayers, Non€merg. cream- Flexible External Wholesale Wholesale Low to none Too soon  to tell;
workers skimmers production should survive

Type a:ThePublic  Utility
Patients, taxpayers, Non€merg. cream. Flexible External Wholesale Wholesale Low to none Stable after

Model often workers skimmers production controversialstart-up
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The finest portable ALS and BLS
emergency cases on the market

A complete line of MINl-TEKTM cases provide a"Delivery System" unsurpassed by any other product
•  Best warranty on the  market
•  Virtually  indestructible
• Acrylite center inserts and accessory cabinets
•  Best organization,  unlimited  versatility
•  Easily visible,  individually  held  items
•  Best protection  against equipment breakage
•  Lightweight, compact size

Don't you deserve the best?
Don't you deserve a MINl-TEK?

For more  information  contact
BIOTEK, lnc.

P.O.  Box 50591         Indianapolis,  Indiana 46250
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In  this  design  a  governni:nt  agency,  usually  a  fire  department  or
"third service"  department,  provides emergency services,  including

transportation, while multiple private firms compete at the retail level
to serve the non-emergency market. (Austin, Texas may be unique in
having a two-tiered transporting government emergency service and
a  single  private   BLS  firm  exclusively  licensed  to  serve  the   non-
emergency inarket.)

Variation 1.     With all-ALs einergency service.

Variation 2.     With BLS or tiered ALS/BLs emergency service.

Comments: While Type 8 systems are a boon to third-party payers at
local  taxpayers'  expense,  they  are  second  in  popularity  with  third-
party payers to Type C systems. That is because the subsidized rates
charged by government providers for ALS service, including transpor-
tation,  are  often  even  lower than  the  unsubsidized  rates  charged  in
Type 8 systems for transportation alone.

Insurance  plans  which  pay  on  a  "prevailing  rate"   basis   (e.g.,
Medicare)  benefit  additionally  from  Type  C  designs  as  the  heavily
subsidized  government  rates  artificially  depress  the  prevailing  rate
average  of the  entire  region,  thus  reducing  third-party  payments  to
both  subsidized  and  urisz/bsl.dl.zec!  providers.  This  little  understood
phenomenon  produces  subtle  but  powerful  ripples  of  economic
distortion throughout the entire prehospital care industry.

Opinion:AllfypeCsystemswillabandontiere_deper.gencyserv`i.c,gcqll
scr;ehing, and, except in rare cases, trans_port refus?ls d¥p to the d:ffic_ulty
of defeiriding such practices against a well-prei]ared neglige.nee :uit. Sorpe
have already made these policy changes. Later, patients refused service by
nan-emergencyprovidersduetoinabilitytopaywillleqrntor.€ques!serv.ice
from the Government provider who, under the new rules, will rarely refuse
the request.

When it becomes  understood  that  the  goverrrment  service  is  being in-
directly  abused  by  cream-skimming  non-emergency  providers,  Type   C
systems will either evolve temporarily into Type P sys.t€ms± ban|ra_nspori
;efusals in the non-emergency market,  or be replaced by 'I))pe E,  F,  or G
designs.

In this design all emergency and non-emergency services are pro-
vided by a single government agency.

Variation  1.      All-ALS,  full-service,  single-tiered system.

Variation 2.     Tiered response system.

Comment: This is a very rare model. Perhaps the largest of this type
is the AMCARE system which now serves Oklahoma City and several
surrounding  communities  using  Variation  2.  That  system  evolved
almost accidentally when an attempted implementation of a model
closely resembling a Type G system failed,  and the local ambulance
authority (i.e.,  COAT)  was forced to take over the service.

For approximately two years prior to implementation of the public
utility model in Fort Wayne, Indiana, that system ran as a Variation 1,
Type D system, and reportedly the Austin, Texas system was briefly
con figured as a Variation 2, Type D design.

orinion:  The  AMCARE  sys_t?in_continues .to  qttraft  my  intere,:t.  .4s
soc;alizedsystemsgo,itisoneoftheleast?ubsi_d_ize_d_andmostcosteffectiye
in existenc'e.  Furtfiermore,  the  quality  of AMCARE's service seems to be
rising faster than AMCARE's costs:inost unusua.I..in a soci?I.i?e_d. s_e#ting`.

F&r reasons already discussed and to improve effi?iency, AMC_ART Will
probably  convert  to  Variation  1  within  the  .n?xt  few ,years:  /That's  rny`'-opihior:-not AMCARE's. I However, _since there a.:e few advantage.s.and

many disadrantages to requiring an otherwise exc?I_lent. management team.
toot)erateanawibulancesysterviwhileconstrainedbytheaccoutrementsof

continued on page 98



continued from page 94

governmental status,  it seems logical and inevjtabl? that Typ`e  D syst.ems-will eventually  "go private"-either by being bought out by large privat_e

firms or by being converted into employee-owned private corpora!io.ns. In
either ca;e the stystem would then be converted to a Type E, F, or G design.

In  this  fairly  common  design,  a  single  private  firm  is  exclusively
franchised,  contracted,  or licensed to provide all emergency service
while multiple private firms compete at the retail level. In some cases, the
emergency service provider is competitively selected; sometimes not.

Variation 1.     Emergency provider is barred from competing in the
non-emergency market or is restricted from using ` 'emergency units` '
to provide non-emergency services.

Variation 2.     Emergencyproviderisallowed tocompete in the non-
emergency market without restriction so long as emergency perform-
ance is not impaired.

Comments:  This  model  is  becoming  increasingly  popular  due  to
tightening  local  government  budgets,  the  growth  in  numbers  of
qualified private paramedic providers, and the development of more
reliable administrative tools (e.g. , performance security measures, bid
processes,   contracting  formats,   etc.)   for  safely  purchasing  this
complex public service.

Variation  2   has  greater  pote,ntial  for  efficiency,   stability,   and
subsidy-free  operation  than  does  Variation  1.  However,  safe  imple-
mentation and operation of a Variation 2 design require greater exper-

tise and sophistication from both the contractor and government offi-
cials. The performance of a Type E system is much more sensitive to
mistakes made by government than is the performance of any of the
previously discussed designs.

Opinialn:   A  well-desigTied,   properly  impl?yieTlted  and  i.n.telli,gen:`ly
mariaged Type E system wihich incorporates .eff?ctive co.mpet.ition fp: tpe
marwiet  cave. outpe-rform ally  of the  previously  discussed designs wi!h tpe
possible excepti'on of a well-rna_naged Type _8, .Var±tion 5a Sys{em. On tpe'other   hand,   a   mismanaged  system  of  the   Type   E   desigp  cgr  b.e

simultaneouslyexpensiveahddeadly.TypeE,F,and_Gdesign?sh.ould,on`ly
be  attempted  where  government  fully  respects  the  complexity  of  the
industry with which it is dealing.

In  this  design  a  single  private  firm  is  exclusively  licensed,  fran-
chised,  or  contracted  to  provide  all  ambulance  services,  emergency
and non-emergency, for an entire community. Provider selection may
be competitive or non-competitive.

Variation 1.     All services are delivered by ALS units-i.e., a single-
tiered, all-ALS, full-service system. (Note that if non-transporting first
responders  operate  at  the  paramedic  level,  the  Type  F,  Variation  1
design is identical to the Type 8,  Variation 5a design.)

Variation  2.      The   system   is  tiered,   using  both  ALS  and  BLS
ambulances.

Variation 3.     The  "failsafe franchise model"-i.e.,  a highly struc-
tured means of safely implementing and managing what is essentially
a  Variation   1   design  except  that  the  provider  is  always  selected
competitively,  certain  parts  of the  system infrastructure are  held  in
the public  sector  (to  enhance  competition during bid  cycles and for

(MEDICAL ANTl-SHOCK
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masl® in-hT
TRANSPARENT

FEATUBES:  Same  as
MAST®III-A  and  AM
PLUS:
• Facilitates  Examination

Allows  You  Ton.
•Observe the  Injury
• Monitor Skin  Condition
• Easy Access to  Femoral

Artery
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MAST®H.A
PLUS:.E:tseyryAccesstoa

CONTROL SHOCK...
SAVE  LIVES
The  MAST® (Medical  Anti-Shock
Trousers) can:
• Control  or Pleverse Shock
• Provide  Plapid Autotransfusion
• Check Trauma
MAST® (developed  by the  David  Clark
Company,  Inc.)  is  the  f irst,  the  original
Medical  Anti-Shock Trouser:
• Fast...Applied  in 60 Seconds

MAST®  is  used  in:
• Accidents, Trauma, Surgery,
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• Emergency  Pooms
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BcaTyBdi  Olark coMPANv
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360  Franklin  Street,  Worcester,  MA  01604
(617) 756-6216                            Tlelex 920482
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performance  security  reasons),   and  a  hybrid  business  structure
preserves  business  continuity  across  bid  cycles.  (See  October  1985
jems for a more detailed description of this model.)
Comments:  The most cost-effective  systems  in  the entire industry
are Type F designs. Ironically,  some of the industry's least stable and
poorest performing systems are,  or in the case of those now defunct,
were Type F systems. The well-known Acadian system, which serves
on an exclusive basis nearly one-third of the state of Louisiaha, is an
example of a superbly performing Type F, Variation 2 design serving a
large  rural  area.  The  system  operated  by  Eastern  Ambulance  in
Syracuse, NY is an example of a Type F, Variation 2 design delivering
superb service to an urban community at perhaps the lowest cost in
the industry for a comparable level of service.

Very few of the existing Type F systems were originally implemented
by virtue of local government action. Some "just happened,` ' and the
rest  were  a  byproduct  of  state` certificate-of-need  (CON)  programs.
None to my knowledge have yet selected their current operators by
competitive means, although as of this writing the city of Fort Worth,
Texas is implementing a Type F,  Variation 3 design with competitive
provider selection.

Opinion: Some version of the Type F design /perhaps a variation not yet
invented| seems the logical eventual successor to all the other designs. Ex-
cept for provision of first responder services, the role of local government in
the ambulance industry will s`omeday be replaced-either by competitive
group purchasing  of ambulance  services for  large  geographical  medical
trade areas by consortiums of third-party pc[yers and HMO organizations
or by competitive cLward of regional market rights /i.e` , CON| by regulating
state agencies. (Even the public utility model, Type G, is designed for easy
conversion to a Type  F hybrid when both local tax subsidies and fee-for-
service pc[yments are eventually abandoned as our industry's major sources
of funding. I

This  design  presents  a  radical  departure  from  all  other  models,
incorporating  an  unusual  division iof  responsibilities  between  a
competitively   selected   operations   contractor  and   an   overse`Ein8
government agency (i.e.,  "ambulance authority"). This controversial
model has been implemented in Tulsa, Kansas City, Fort Wayhe and
Little  Rock.  (As  of  this  writing  the  Little  Rock  system  has  not  yet
implemented a Type G authority/provider contract.)

I have previously written extensively about this model and thus will
omit further discussion here. Interested readers will find a three-part
series on the model in the May, June and July  1980 issues ofjems.  A
followup three-part series entitled,  "Public Utility Model Revisited"
can be found in the February,  March and May  1985jems issues.

Legal Constraints
Two  types  of  legal  issues,   both  complex  and  rapidly  evolving,

heavily influence prehospital system design in any local setting. The
first  involves the  application  of antitrust  laws and  the  right  of local
government to intervene in the prehospital care market. The second
involves  the  effects  of  system  design  upon  the  local  government's
exposure  to  tort  liability.  These  two  distinct  design  considerations
may  actually  dictate  conflicting  and  incompatible  design  decisions.
And as  I  have previously noted,  some  system designs may soon be
abandoned as they are so predictably and unnecessarily prone to error
as to constitute  "negligent system design."

These  complex  legal issues  warrant  more  detailed discussion  in a
separate article,  and I have asked Attorney George Leonard, an anti-
trust  specialist  who  is  intimately  familiar  with  our  industry,   to
prepare a guest ' 'Interface' ' column on this complex topic for a future
issue of /.ems.  For now I shall skirt the issue by warning against pro-
ceeding  with  any  design  decision  without  benefit  of  review  by  an
attorney who.is both a specialist in antitrust and knowledgeable of the
prehospital care industry.

Or!e F[.r!a/ Opi.7i].on/Predl.cfl.on.  Our industry has been experimenting
with  prehospital  system  designs  almost  the  way  a  broad  spectrum
antibiotic  uses  a  "shotgun"  approach  to  an  unknown  infection.
Design  experimentation  will and  should  continue-but  using  rifles,
not  shotguns.  If  the  1990 jems  Almanac  includes  an  update  of this
report, it will chronical the demise of many designs reported here and
describe new variations on those which have survived.                          I
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